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Abstract
Optical fibre strain and shape measurement sensors were deployed on a rotor blade during a
full-speed helicopter ground run, with real-time data wirelessly streamed from rotor
hub-mounted sensor interrogators. In part 2 of a 2-part paper series, two-dimensional direct
fibre-optic shape sensing (DFOSS), using fibre segment interferometry-based interrogation is
investigated. The concept of blade shape change visualisation over one rotation period using
rotation displacement surfaces is introduced and the usefulness of DFOSS data to gain
additional insights by determining operational modal frequencies independently for both
horizontal and vertical vibration directions of the blade is demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

Shape conveys information about a structure that is easily visu-
alized and interpreted, and its measurement [1, 2] has applic-
ations that span medicine [3], robotics [4], aerospace [5] and
civil engineering [6]. The capability for shape measurement
could also be a key enabling technique for future advances, for
example for shape morphing aerospace structures [7–9]. The
shape of an object may be deduced indirectly from strainmeas-
urements made at strategic locations, processed using strain-
deformation retrieval methods [10, 11]. This approach has
been explored widely in recent years, including in aerospace
applications by organisations such as NASA [11], often using
optical fibres as the strain sensing technology. Optical fibres
offer a number of advantages compared to standard strain
gauges, notably their flexibility, low weight and small dimen-
sions (≈0.13 mm diameter). In addition, optical fibres can be
embedded within fibre reinforced composites during fabrica-
tion, or can be surface-mounted to facilitate retrofitting. How-
ever, indirect shape measurement requires detailed knowledge
of the underlying structure to transform the measured strain
data into shape information. This could fail through imper-
fect strain transfer, inaccurate positioning of sensors, the pres-
ence of thermal gradients [12], or inaccuracies of the structural
model, which could be exacerbated where the structure suffers
damage [13].

Direct fibre optic shape sensing (DFOSS) [14–24], has the
ability to measure shape directly using an optical fibre/fibre
arrangement, allowing the fibre path, and therefore the struc-
ture to which the fibre/fibre arrangement is attached, to be fol-
lowed through space in three dimensions using simple path
integration. Amajor advantage ofDFOSS is that it removes the
requirement for a detailed structural model of the underlying
structure. Since shape is determined directly from within the
sensing fibre/fibre arrangement, there is no reliance on external
strain transfer from the structure, hence simple surface mount-
ing, even using only adhesive tape, can be sufficient [23].

Existing DFOSS approaches can use standard optical fibre
with a single core, e.g. long period gratings (LPGs) [16, 18],
or use differential strain measurement in parallel fibre arrange-
ments [14, 15, 17, 19–24]. While LPGs achieve high sensit-
ivities and can offer directional measurements [18], the mul-
tiplexing capabilities of LPGs are limited typically to ≈10
sensors [25, 26] and they are very sensitive to environmental
parameters and thus difficult to use in harsh environments.
In contrast to single core approaches, differential-strain based
DFOSS systems compare strain measurements made within
at least three non-collinear fibre cores with a constant lat-
eral separation, typically measuring strain using fibre Bragg
gratings (FBGs) [14, 17, 19, 21] or interferometric sensors
[15, 23], but also using Rayleigh [20] or Brillouin scatter-
ing [22, 24] approaches. The differential nature of the meas-
urements compensates for the common-mode influence of
temperature, often a major limitation in fibre optic sensing
due to the high inherent temperature sensitivity of optical
fibres. For large structures, interferometric sensors can use
longer sensor gauge lengths to acquire the required differ-
ential strain information. This results in sensitivities several

orders of magnitude larger than can be achieved using scat-
tering or FBG-based sensors, where in the latter the combin-
ation of results from hundreds of individual FBGs per metre
would be required to compete with the sensitivity of interfero-
metric approaches. Commercially available FBG interrogators
based on wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) typically
interrogate ⩽50 FBGs, which leads to low curvature sensitiv-
ities particularly on large structures. While optical frequency
domain reflectometry (OFDR) can be used to interrogate thou-
sands of FBGs, which has been explored for DFOSS [20, 21],
OFDR suffers from even lower strain resolution than WDM-
based interrogators. In addition, the OFDR approaches require
highly-coherent yet widely-tuneable lasers, which are often
mechanically tuned, making systems slow, expensive and dif-
ficult to deploy in harsh environments such as helicopter rotor
blades.

As shown in Part 1 [27], long-gauge length strain sensors
interrogated using our range-resolved interferometry (RRI)
signal processing technique [28] offer spatially resolved, fast
(≫kHz) and highly sensitive (≪nanostrain ·Hz−0.5) strain
measurements using weakly reflecting in-fibre reflectors in
an approach termed fibre segment interferometry (FSI) [29],
where sensor gauge lengths can range from centimeters [30]
to metres [31]. RRI employs an optically simple setup without
moving parts, exploiting sinusoidal wavelength modulation
through injection-current modulation of robust telecoms dis-
tributed feedback laser diodes. The combination of very high
sensitivity and the use of robust and cost-effective hardware
make interferometric DFOSS based on RRI ideal for use in
challenging measurement environments, such as that presen-
ted by a rotating helicopter blade.

The present work was carried out within the Innovate UK
funded BladeSense (Measurement of Dynamic Rotor Blade
Deformation) project [32] that aims to investigate the feasib-
ility of the use of advanced strain sensing and DFOSS instru-
mentation on an Airbus Helicopters H135 blade for provid-
ing in-flight measurements to analyse the aerodynamic and
aeroelastic properties of the blade, with an ultimate view
towards exploring future utility of themeasurement techniques
for routine in-flight deployment to enable predictive main-
tenance. The ability of OFS technology to allow the ana-
lysis of the vibration characteristics of a rotor blade in a sta-
tionary reference frame during a ground vibration test under
laboratory conditions has been established previously by the
authors [31]. The work presented in this paper is intended
as an initial proof of operation of the sensing technology in
the rotating frame on a helicopter operating at full rotation
speed but without the helicopter taking off. Future projects
are planned to develop the instrumentation further for full in-
flight use, also involving independent verification measure-
ments that could not be included in the present trial. This
paper, the second part of a two part series, details the applica-
tion of DFOSS to blade deformation sensing. This follows on
from Part 1 [27], which instead focuses on the strain sensing
aspects of the FSI technology that underpins the DFOSSmeas-
urements, comparing the capabilities of the interferometric
strain sensing approach with the well-known FBG based strain
sensing technology. In this paper, the specific DFOSS sensing
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configuration is described before experimental results from
the helicopter trials are shown. These results showcase both
the quality of the experimental data that can be acquired and
provide examples for various possibilities of data visualisa-
tion and analysis, including 3D visualisation of blade deform-
ations and spectral data representation. This is followed by a
thorough discussion on the limits of the current measurements
and possible future improvements, before concluding with a
summary and an outlook on the prospects for this technology.

2. DFOSS instrumentation

In this paper, interferometric DFOSS [23] in the rotating frame
is demonstrated using a custom-designed interrogation unit.
The general setup of the rotor-mounted instrumentation, the
wireless data transfer, the technical parameters of the inter-
ferometric interrogation unit and FBG-based reflector inscrip-
tion are detailed in Part 1 [27], while specific aspects relevant
to DFOSS are discussed in the following. Figure 1(a) shows
the bottom side of the blade with the DFOSS sensing rod
attached. When the sensing rod is used for strain analysis, as
described in Part 1 [27], signals from all 11 reflectors within
the DFOSS sensing rod are evaluated. However, the DFOSS
analysis shown here only uses signals from reflector locations
1–7, forming a sensing region with the sensing origin starting
≈1.5 m from the rotation axis. The sensing origin is located
near the junction of the blade where the blade pitch control
cuff merges with the main blade body (see [31] for details),
which in this set-up provides the best possible option to serve
as the reference point and spatial origin of the DFOSS meas-
urements. This selection of the sensing origin also avoids the
pitch control cuff of the blade near the rotor hub and the differ-
ing blade cross-section there, which can complicate interpreta-
tion of the shape change data. To simplify the certification pro-
cess for experimental ground testing, the DFOSS sensing rod
had to be covered and held in place by the existing helicopter
blade protection tape, which is a standard component of the
blade. Additionally, the rod was also bonded to the blade using
cyanoacrylate adhesive. However, because the blade protec-
tion tape does not extend across the whole length of the blade,
the position of the distal end of the DFOSS sensing rod was
limited to the end of the extent of the blade protection tape
coverage, leading to a sensing region of length ≈1.2 m. It is
hoped that, in future trials, the sensing region could be exten-
ded to reach the tip of the blade, as we have previously demon-
strated DFOSS measurements of vibration mode shapes along
the full-length of a rotor blade in ground vibration tests carried
out in the laboratory [31].

In figure 1(b) an annotated photograph of the cross-section
of the DFOSS sensing rod is shown. The sensing rod is made
from a polylactic acid plastic filament of original diameter
2.85 mm. which was processed to have a D-shaped cross-
section, allowing the orientation of the DFOSS sensing rod
on the blade surface, and leading to a protrusion height of
≈2.5 mm. The fibre strings are inserted into channels cut into
the rod material and bonded to the rod using cyanoacrylate
adhesive. Here, four fibre strings are arranged in a trapezoidal

pattern, with lateral distances as indicated in the photograph.
In each of the four strings A–D, reflectors, formed by low
reflectivity FBGs, are located at positions 1–7 as shown in
figure 1(a), with adjacent reflectors separated by 190 mm.
The phase signals from the interferences between the cleaved
fibre tip and the respective reflectors are evaluated to allow
the determination of changes in the shape of the blade. In
this paper, a nomenclature for the phase signals that consists
of the string and reflector location is used, with for example
signal A5 corresponding to the interferometric phase signal
between the cleaved fibre tip and reflector number 5 in fibre
string A. Details of the DFOSS shape calculation algorithm
that uses the differential phase signals between different stings
can be found in our prior work [23] but the processing steps
are also summarised in section 3.3. Originally, in this study, as
illustrated in figure 1(b), it was planned to use the differential
phase signals 0.5 ·

(
(Bx−Ax)+ (Cx−Dx)

)
, with x denoting

the respective reflector location, for the vertical displacement
signal at 1.3 mm lateral separation and differential phase sig-
nal 0.5 ·

(
(Cx−Bx)+ (Dx−Ax)

)
at the average lateral separ-

ation of 1.95 mm for the horizontal displacement signal, res-
ulting in complete orthogonality of the signals. However, due
to the fibre breakage in string D described later, this approach
could not be used and instead the differential phase signals
(Bx−Ax) at 1.3 mm lateral separation were used for vertical
signals and (Cx−Bx) at 2.2 mm lateral separation were used
to obtain the horizontal signals. Note that because of the small
horizontal offset of 0.15 mm between fibre strings A and B,
visible in figure 1(b), the second approach unfortunately leads
to a small undesired horizontal signal component in the ver-
tical signal. In principle this could be corrected by applying
an appropriate rotation matrix to the vertical component, how-
ever, since in most cases the vertical blade motions are much
larger than the horizontal motions, this is barely noticeable in
the signals and no further correction was performed. In future
iterations, an improved DFOSS sensor rod layout with com-
pletely orthogonal placement, even in case of one fibre fail-
ure, would be preferable. Figure 1(c) illustrates the placement
of the DFOSS sensing rod on the blade cross section, where it
is protected and held in place by the blade protection tape.

As illustrated in figure 1(c), there is a ≈9◦ angle between
the nominal blade coordinate system and the coordinate sys-
tem of the DFOSS sensing rod shown in figure 1(b), where
the DFOSS sensing rod coordinate system is used through-
out this paper for simplicity. A photograph and dimensions of
the custom-designed, robust interferometric interrogation sys-
tem that was located on the rotor hub is shown in figure 1(d).
The instrument can interrogate interferometric phase signals
from four optical fibres, each containing 11 reflectors, using
44 real-time processing channels, i.e. interrogate simultan-
eously 44 interferometers. The data rate for each real-time pro-
cessing channel is 205 kHz, leading to a maximum interfero-
metric bandwidth (fringe rate) of 100kHz. However, to reduce
noise for the experimental trials described in this paper, is
was possible to lower the bandwidth to 33 kHz without loss
of fringe tracking even while the helicopter was operating at
full speed for extended periods. The recorded interferometric
phase signals were then down-sampled to a data rate of 3.2 kHz
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Figure 1. The bottom side of the rotor blade and the configuration of the DFOSS sensing rod are shown in (a) along with a photograph of
the rod cross-section in (b), where A, B, C and D denote each of the four optical fibre strings. The placement of the DFOSS sensing rod
under the blade protection tape on a cross-section of the blade leading edge is illustrated in (c), while a photograph of the robust
interferometric interrogation unit is shown in (d).

by the interrogation unit to lower real-time data rates before
transfer to the hub-mounted PC and the subsequent wireless
transmission to the ground station, as described in Part 1 [27].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Test campaign details

The measurement campaign included several individual heli-
copter operation runs that were carried out sequentially over
several days. The individual test runs are detailed in table 1.
Here, two short track & balance (T&B) runs were initially per-
formed to adjust and verify the blade balancing. Then a series
of three longer measurement runs were performed, with the
pilot introducing a predefined series of control inputs onto the
helicopter blades, as further detailed in Part 1 [27]. Unfortu-
nately, due to the large mechanical forces experienced dur-
ing the helicopter operation, what are believed to be micro-
cracks at the grating inscription locations opened in two of the
fibre strings during the course of the measurement campaign,
blocking fibre transmission and rendering measurements from
these fibre strings useless. Furthermore, during T&B Run 1,
the first test run overall in the campaign, the wireless con-
nection developed transmission problems during the meas-
urement, allowing only partial recovery of the measurement
data.

While for the interferometric strain sensing detailed in Part
1 [27], data from only one fibre string is sufficient, DFOSS
requires signals from at least three laterally offset fibre strings.
Data from all four fibre strings could only be captured during
parts of T&B Run 1, data from three fibre strings could be
captured over the entirety of T&B Run 2 and data from all
subsequent runs could not be used for DFOSS because less
than three fibre strings were available. Therefore, this paper

Table 1. Details of the test campaign.

Run Length Working strings Notes

T&B 1 8 min A,B,C,D Partial data capture
T&B 2 5 min A,B,C Full data capture
Run 1 24 min A,C Full data capture
Run 2 18 min A,C Full data capture
Run 3 22 min A,C Full data capture

analyses mainly data from T&B Run 2, with the exception
of figure 3, where data from a short section of T&B Run 1
that could be recovered is evaluated. The likely origins and
future routes for mitigation of fibre breakages are discussed in
section 4.

3.2. Raw phase measurements

Figure 2 shows data obtained during T&B Run 2, where
figure 2(a) plots the raw phase signals obtained from the inter-
ferometers formed between the cleaved fibre end and each
of the reflectors, A7–A1, of fibre string A over the com-
plete run. Here, the signals from string A are plotted as an
example and the corresponding signals from the other eval-
uated fibre strings B and C will appear similar when viewed
at this scale. As expected, the signal for reflector A7, corres-
ponding to the interferometer with the largest optical path dif-
ference, experiences the highest cumulative phase excursion,
with those reflectors closer to the cleaved fibre tip experien-
cing progressively lower phase excursions. Figure 2(b) shows
the calculated helicopter rotation rate, which was extracted by
evaluating the repetition rate of the characteristic rotation pat-
terns in the phase signals. As the extraction algorithm only
worked reliably above 2 Hz, only this data is shown. It can be
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Figure 2. For T&B Run 2, (a) shows the phase signals recorded
over the complete run for the interferometers formed between the
reflection from the cleaved fibre tip and each of the reflectors,
A1–A7, in string A , while (b) displays the extracted helicopter
rotation rate (above 2 Hz). (c), (d) Enlarged versions of these phase
signals over a period of 0.5 s with their mean removed, with the
helicopter being at full speed in (c) and at idle speed in (d).

seen figure 2(b) that in the measurement the helicopter was set
to idle speed (≈4.9 Hz), then operated at full speed (≈6.4 Hz)
for≈100 s, before another idle period and eventual run down.
A clear qualitative correspondence to the speed profile as a res-
ult of the longitudinal strain due to the centrifugal forces on
the blade can be seen in the phase data shown in figure 2(a).
Figure 2(c) then shows an enlarged version of the phase signals
obtained from string A at full speed, with the mean removed,
over a period of 0.5 s, covering approximately three rotation
periods. Figure 2(d) enlarges the phase signal during idle speed
in a similar fashion. It can be seen in both enlarged plots that
signal patterns for each blade rotation are highly complex but
broadly repeatable.

Before the DFOSS shape calculations [23] are carried out
on the recorded phase signals, it is instructive to look at
the differential phase measurements for co-located reflectors,
between separate fibre strings. As illustrated in figure 1(b), the
difference between signals in fibre strings A, B, C andD can be
attributed to vertical and horizontal movement of the DFOSS
sensing rod. Furthermore, if signals from all four fibre strings
are available, then two signals corresponding to the horizontal
and vertical directions can be calculated independently for
verification purposes from the two parallel sides of the fibre
grid in figure 1(b). As discussed previously, only T&B Run
1 contains usable signals from all four fibre strings. For the
section of the measurements with the helicopter running at
full speed that could be recovered from T&B Run 1, figure 3
plots the differential phase signals for reflector position 7, i.e.
for each string the interference signal between the reflector

Figure 3. For T&B Run 1, (a) compares the different phase signals
between reflector 7 and the respective fibre tip for all four strings.
(b) then plots the vertical differential strain and (c) the horizontal
differential strain for reflector 7, in both cases calculated
independently from two different fibre string combinations. The
secondary y-axis shows the equivalent average strain scale for this
measurement. Note the different scales between (a) and (b) or (c).

at position 7 and the respective fibre tip (corresponding to a
gauge length of 1.235 m) . Figure 3(a) shows a 0.5 s section
of the recorded phase signals, corresponding to ≈3 rotation
periods, for reflectors A7, B7, C7 and D7 with their respective
mean removed. It can be seen qualitatively that there is over-
all agreement between all four measurements. To calculate the
vertical differential strain, the difference between reflector sig-
nals A7 and B7, or between reflector signals D7 and C7, can
be calculated, and the results of these calculations are shown
in figure 3(b).

The horizontal differential strain is shown in figure 3(c),
calculated independently from the difference between signals
B7–C7 and A7–D7. Figures 3(b) and (c) show that the differ-
ential strain time traces in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions are distinctly different and further that they both differ
significantly from the raw phase signals shown in figure 3(a).
Both the vertical and horizontal differential phase signals
were acquired using two independent measurements from sep-
arate fibre strings, but show a remarkable degree of over-
lap, giving high confidence in the ability of the system to
measure differential strains and indicating the existence of
good internal strain transfer within the DFOSS sensing rod.
Note that, in general in DFOSS, only internal strain trans-
fer within the rod is necessary for proper operation. External
strain transfer between the rod and the structure is not required
and the sensing rod merely needs to follow the shape of the
structure-under-test [23]. Small scaling differences in the hori-
zontal measurements in figure 3(c) can be expected, due to
the different lateral fibre separations of 1.7 mm for signal
A7–D7 and 2.2 mm for signal B7–C7. The high measure-
ment quality is evident in these plots with no discernible noise
present even when the small differential signals are calculated.
For comparison, the secondary y-axis in figure 3 is scaled
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in equivalent strain units [33] that correspond to the aver-
age strain cumulated over the entire ≈1.2 m sensing length,
from the cleaved fibre tip to reflector position 7, highlighting
the high strain resolutions achievable with this interrogation
approach.

3.3. Shape measurements

Results from T&B Run 2 for the overall shape change meas-
urements over the entire DFOSS sensing region are shown
figure 4. To obtain the shape data, the recorded phase sig-
nals are processed as described in our prior work [23], where
the various differential phase signals coupled with information
about the lateral fibre string separations yield a discrete set of
slope angle measurements for the seven reflector locations. A
cubic spline interpolation between reflector locations is then
used to obtain a continuous slope angle curve, and subsequent
spatial integration yields the vertical/horizontal displacement
curves. As discussed previously, the DFOSS measurements
are recorded in the reference frame defined by the position and
angular orientation of the sensing region origin that is marked
in figure 1(a) and the measurements are temporally referenced
to the shape of the DFOSS sensing section when the instru-
ment was switched on before helicopter startup, i.e. before the
helicopter rotor rotation has started . Here, figure 4(a) shows
the vertical blade movements, while figure 4(b) plots the hori-
zontal blademovements, where in both plots the shapes for sta-
tionary, idle and full speed operating conditions can be seen.
In all cases, the solid line represents the average shape and
the shaded regions represent the minimum/maximum shape
excursions encountered over a 10 s time period. Here, it can
be observed that the maximum shape excursion in the ver-
tical direction approaches 40 mm at the tip of the DFOSS
sensing region at ≈2.7 m, while in the horizontal direction, a
maximum shape excursion of only≈8 mm is observed. There
are further differences, for example that the vertical measure-
ment in figure 4(a) exhibits very little difference between idle
and full speed shapes, i.e. that the blade droop is only minim-
ally reduced between these operating points, while figure 4(b)
shows that the horizontal shape excursion is approximately
proportional to the rotation speed. For the vertical measure-
ment this is expected because only small changes in the blade
coning angle are typically observed between idle and full
speed operating conditions. For the horizontal movement this
is likely to be caused by an increase in the aerodynamic load
on the blade as the rotation speed is increased, leading to a
proportional increase in deflection.

To give an indication of the blade winding up, during the
transition from stationary to idle operating conditions of the
helicopter, the location of the tip of the DFOSS sensing region
at a rotor radius of≈2.7 m, illustrated in figure 1(a), is plotted
as a function of rotation angle in the 3D plot in figure 5. Note
that the initial position of the helicopter blade is not known and
is therefore set arbitrarily to the positive Y direction. It can
be seen that the blade height initially winds up very quickly
due to the increasing centrifugal forces and then approaches
its value at the idle condition more slowly. This experiment
demonstrates the feasibility, if the sensing region was to be

Figure 4. The relative vertical (a) and horizontal (b) displacement
over the blade radial position are shown for the stationary, idle and
full speed operation of the helicopter. In each plot, the solid line
represents the average position, while the shading indicates the
minimum/maximum shape excursion, computed over 10 s. Please
note the different y-axis scales.

Figure 5. 3D plot of the position of the tip of the DFOSS sensitive
region at a rotor radius of ≈2.7 m during the helicopter windup. The
line colour has no physical meaning but illustrates the temporal
order of data points, with red signifying the most recent data.

extended to the full blade length, of the use of DFOSS to
replace or complement existing blade-tip tracking systems.
The DFOSS system can provide continuous measurements
over the entire rotation period, not just when the blade passes
over the fixed sensor/camera location, while also being fully
integrated within the blade and therefore immune to environ-
mental conditions.

Measurements of the lateral blade motion orthogonal to
the main blade direction are shown in figure 6 by directly
plotting vertical against horizontal displacements measured
at two locations along the blade. Over a course of a single
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Figure 6. Typical lateral blade motion patterns are illustrated by
directly plotting horizontal versus vertical displacement at a rotor
radius of ≈2.3 m on the left and ≈2.7 m on the right. (a) and (b)
plot the lateral blade movement during the stationary phase, (c) and
(d) during the idle operation and (e) and (f) during full speed
helicopter operation. Data over a duration of 10 s is plotted in the
stationary plots, while in the other plots the three colours signify
three consecutive rotation periods. In all plots, note the aspect ratio
of 6:1 in the plot scaling.

rotation of the blade, this then results in a characteristic and
broadly repeatable motion pattern for each radial rotor posi-
tion. In figure 6 the plots on the left show this data at a rotor
radius of≈2.3 m and the plots on the right at≈2.7 m. All plots
are displayed with a 6:1 aspect ratio in the scaling to account
for the different displacement amplitudes in the vertical and
horizontal directions. Figures 6(a) and (b) show this data over
a 10 s duration while the helicopter rotor is stationary, where
it can be seen that the blade has a preferential motion direc-
tion for environment-induced (wind, gusts) natural vibrations.
The angle of the motion direction can be determined to be
≈6◦, against the vertical direction in the coordinate system of
the DFOSS sensor rod. Assuming that the blade vibration is
chiefly in the vertical direction in the ground reference frame,
this is broadly consistent with the mounting of the DFOSS
sensing rod at ≈9◦ against the blade vertical direction on the
blade underside as illustrated in figure 1(c). Figures 6(c) and
(d) show the lateral motion data for the helicopter operating
at idle speed and figures 6(e) and (f) for full speed opera-
tion, where the three colours indicatemeasurements from three

consecutive rotation periods in order to assess the repeatabil-
ity of the patterns. Overall, the patterns are distinctly different
between idle and full speed operation, but are broadly repeat-
able for the same operating condition. However, the patterns
exhibit local variations between consecutive rotation periods
that could be partly caused by varying environmental condi-
tions. It is thought that future research could analyse both the
pattern shapes averaged over several revolutions and evaluate
the centre-of-gravity of the patterns as a function of rotor pos-
ition. The logging and observation of any long-term changes
could yield a sensitive indicator of the blade health state, as
the lateral blade motion shapes and their variations along the
blade radius are expected to be dependent on the internal force
and mass distribution within the blade and their analysis may
provide insight into blade damage and/or water ingress. How-
ever, any such advanced analysis is beyond the scope of this
paper.

3.4. Rotation displacement surfaces

To gain an insight into the dynamic behaviour of the blade,
the visualisation using rotation displacement surfaces is pro-
posed in this paper. These are intended to illustrate the shape
changes occurring over the course of one revolution and there-
fore need to have the overall shape excursion removed to
be scaled appropriately. To do this, the overall shape excur-
sion is calculated by determining, separately for each rotor
radius, the average excursion over many consecutive revolu-
tions. For each rotor radius, this yields a single fixed value that
can be subsequently subtracted from the incoming shape data
time series at this radius. This process is carried out separ-
ately for horizontal and vertical movements. In this paper, to
obtain the angular rotor positions, the angles between adjacent
zero-crossings of the characteristic rotation patterns, using the
same algorithms as in the computation of figure 2(b), are lin-
early interpolated, however, in future applications the direct
use of azimuth angle data from the helicopter rotor would be
preferable.

Figure 7 shows the rotation displacement surfaces over one
azimuth as a 3D plot, with the rotation plane constituting the
X–Y plane and the vertical movement perpendicular to this
plane. The data for a single revolution of the helicopter at idle
operation is shown in figure 7(a) and for the helicopter oper-
ating at full speed in figure 7(b). Since the initial position of
the helicopter blade is unknown, it is arbitrarily set to the posit-
ive X direction. In general, the patterns are broadly repeatable,
where in figure 7 the patterns are near continuous at the start
and end of the helicopter revolution (red line in figure 7). The
high measurement quality of the data is evident in all cases,
with features at several angular scales present. For example,
the singular feature of higher blade displacement in the vicin-
ity of the positive Y-direction in both plots could be due to an
aerodynamic interaction with the helicopter tail. Furthermore,
the waviness of the patterns, which is particularly pronounced
in the negative Y direction in figure 7(b), shows the complex-
ity of the behaviour of the blade that can be resolved, where
further analysis of these patterns is beyond the scope of this
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Figure 7. Rotation displacement surfaces for a single rotation in idle
(a) and full speed (b) helicopter operation. The first curve lying on
the positive X axis is drawn in red and the data is plotted in a
anti-clockwise direction.

paper. It is thought that the use of the information contained
in the rotation displacement surfaces could potentially be use-
ful during helicopter operation, for example to visualise the
reactions of the blade to dynamic disturbances such as gusts
or unusual load conditions, where ultimately the use of this
data for automatic control to alleviate disturbances may also
be possible.

Figure 8 shows an alternative visualisation of the rotation
displacement surfaces using colour maps, based on the same
datasets used for figure 7. Here, unlike in the 3D plot repres-
entation, the horizontal data in the helicopter rotation plane
can be straightforwardly represented. Furthermore, the ver-
tical and horizontal maps in figure 8 are acquired simultan-
eously, allowing their direct comparison, where, interestingly,
the horizontal data in figures 8(c) and (d) shows its furthest
excursions in the positive X direction, which is ≈90◦ off-
set from the peak excursions for the vertical data. This is
expected since the lagging motion lags the flapping motion
by ≈90◦ [34]. In general, particularly in the full speed graphs
in figures 8(b) and (d), regular angular patterns indicate the
presence of higher order vibration modes.

3.5. Spectral data

Finally, the spectral frequency content of the DFOSS data is
analysed in this section, where all shape data used in the fol-
lowing is taken from the tip of the DFOSS sensing region at

Figure 8. Rotation displacement surfaces in a colour map
representation for a single rotation in idle (left) and full speed (right)
helicopter operation, with the vertical data shown in the top graphs
and horizontal data in the bottom graphs. A full video sequence of
this plot over several rotation periods is available in the
supplementary data (available online at stacks.iop.org/SMS/31/
075015/mmedia).

≈2.7 m as illustrated in figure 1(a). A future, more detailed
analysis of shape data could also look at differences in the
spectral information for varying rotor radii or extract mode
shape information, as was already demonstrated for this type
of blade in the static frame [31].

In the following, the spectra were computed using Welch’s
method [35] over 50 s long sections to estimate the power
spectral density and then taking the square root of the spec-
tra to yield the displacement amplitude density. The result-
ant spectra are shown in figure 9 for both vertical and hori-
zontal displacement data, where figure 9(a) shows the spec-
tra for the stationary blade, computed over the first 50 s of
the data acquisition. These spectra illustrate that the lower
natural blade modes are excited naturally due to ambient
wind conditions. In fact, these results i clearly indicate peaks
for the first 5 flapping modes at 1.0, 5.4, 15.5, 30.0 and
52.2 Hz. For a detailed discussion of the dynamic char-
acterisation of such rotor blades in the laboratory environ-
ment, the reader is referred to [31]. Furthermore, the spectra
also demonstrate that the instrument returns a flat displace-
ment amplitude noise floor with a displacement noise density
≈0.3 µm ·Hz−0.5 above 10 Hz, similar for both horizontal and
vertical directions. This instrumental noise density agrees well
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Figure 9. Displacement amplitude density spectra for a stationary
helicopter (a) and idle (b) or full speed (c) helicopter operation. The
dashed vertical lines mark the first 20 harmonics of the rotation
frequency.

with the value of 10 µm for the instantaneous displacement
noise standard deviation over the measurement bandwidth of
1.6 kHz, which can be obtained from the same dataset (not
shown here). Figure 9(b) plots the spectra for idle helicopter
operation, while figure 9(c) plots the spectra for full speed
operation. In both cases, the spectra contain a mixture of very
sharp peaks due to harmonics of the helicopter rotation fre-
quency as well as broader peaks due to the natural vibration
modes of the blade. When comparing horizontal with vertical
spectra, it can be seen that in both plots they are broadly com-
parable but differently scaled. However, the spectra do differ
for certain spectral features. For example, the natural mode
between 40 and 50 Hz in figure 9(c) is only present in the ver-
tical data but not in the horizontal. Conversely, the weak peaks
at ≈3.5 and ≈5 Hz in the same plot are only present in the
horizontal data. For modal analysis, this is seen to be a bene-
fit compared to the strain measurements as discussed in Part 1
[27] of this paper series, as it is clearly distinguishable inwhich
direction (vertical or horizontal) the mode signal power con-
tribution is present. Nevertheless, the full identification of the
natural modes requires the application of stochastic subspace
identification techniques, as was performed in a previous work
[31], which is beyond the scope of this paper. In general, the
low instrumental noise floor of this DFOSS sensing approach

permits the analysis of even very weakly excited higher order
blade vibration modes above 100 Hz.

A further possiblemeans for analysis of the spectral inform-
ation is through visualisation as spectrograms, as performed
in figure 10. First, figures 10(a) and (b) show a time trace
of the overall displacement at the tip of the DFOSS sensing
region at ≈2.7 m over the complete T&B 2 helicopter run.
In both graphs, the insets enlarge a short 0.5 s section dur-
ing full speed helicopter operation. The corresponding spec-
trograms are then shown below the respective time traces in
figures 10(c) and (d). The spectrogramswere computed by tak-
ing the logarithm of a short time Fourier transform of the time
trace signals. Both figures 10(c) and (d) are scaled with the
same dynamic color range but figure 10(d) contains an offset
to account for the generally lower amplitudes in the horizontal
blade displacements. In both plots, harmonics of the helicopter
rotation frequency are clearly visible as sharp lines and scale
in direct proportionality to the helicopter rotation frequency.
The broader, blade vibration modes can also be clearly iden-
tified in the spectrograms. In contrast to the helicopter rota-
tion harmonics, the frequencies of the natural vibration modes
show only a small dependence on the helicopter rotation fre-
quencies, where the natural mode shapes generally move to
higher frequencies with increasing rotation frequency, due to
the increased blade stiffness as a result of the increased centri-
fugal forces. When comparing figures 10(c) and (d), there are
certain natural modes that differ in the two Cartesian direc-
tions, for example the excitation of the natural mode at≈82Hz
at full helicopter speed is visible only in the horizontal spectro-
gram, while the mode at≈45 Hz is much more pronounced in
the vertical spectrogram. This clearly demonstrates the poten-
tial for additional insights into themodal behaviour of the rotor
blade that can be gained by independently monitoring both
vibration directions using DFOSS. Also, it is interesting to
compare the DFOSS spectrograms obtained here with corres-
ponding spectrograms from the strain measurements shown in
Part I [27]. Here, it can be seen that in general DFOSS more
clearly resolves the natural modes and that simple strain sens-
ing does lack the directional knowledge demonstrated here.
Furthermore, it can be seen that by mapping the transitions
of the blade vibration frequencies as a function of the heli-
copter rotation rate, especially visible during wind-down start-
ing at 360 s, it should be possible to acquire the complete
Campbell diagram [36] of the helicopter blade, even includ-
ing weakly excited higher order blade vibration modes. Such
analysis could provide useful information for blade character-
isation and health monitoring if routinely used.

4. Further discussion

While no direct independent measurement of the blade shape
across the sensing region could be acquired in this test, there
remains a high degree of confidence in the general validity
of the results from our prior body of work [23, 31], where
measured displacements and blade vibration characteristics
using the DFOSS approach have been successfully verified
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Figure 10. The (a) vertical and (b) horizontal time traces of the displacement at the tip of the DFOSS sensing region at ≈2.7 m is shown,
with the insets enlarging a 0.5 s section at full speed helicopter operation. The spectrograms in logarithmic colour scaling are shown in (c)
and (d) directly below their respective time trace.

using independent measurements in a static environment. Due
to the high linearity of fibre optic strain measurements over
large strain ranges [37], the large centrifugal forces present
in this test are not expected to significantly affect DFOSS
measurement fidelity. A further point that could affect the
accuracy of the DFOSS experiment was the assumption of
negligible blade twist, as the current DFOSS system cannot
resolve this. In this work, the helicopter blade was deemed
to be sufficiently rigid to justify this assumption. Ultimately,
only a future research project can provide complete certainty
of the performance validating the outcome with independent
on-rotor measurements, such as camera systems [38]. How-
ever, the present study serves as a useful proof-of-principle
experiment to explore the capabilities of this approach, and
no detrimental effects on the measurement fidelity due to the
helicopter rotation were observed here. The evaluation of both
horizontal and vertical displacement spectra and the analysis
of their differences demonstrates is a key distinguishing fea-
ture of the proposed DFOSS sensing approach, where this kind
of directional vibration information would be significantly
more difficult to obtain with regular strain sensors, such as
strain gauges. Moreover, the material properties of the under-
lying structure do not need to be known to infer shape [31].

A further key aspect that greatly influences the accuracy of
the measurements is the choice of sensing origin that defines
the reference frame in all six degrees of freedom for the
DFOSS measurement. If there are motion-induced changes in
the position or angular orientation of the sensing origin relative
to the rotor reference frame, then additional motion data or

post-processing steps to transform the data into the desired ref-
erence frame might be necessary [31]. However, for usage of
the measurements for dynamic characterisation, such as blade
operational modal frequency analysis and in-service fatigue
monitoring or vibration-based damage detection, these accur-
acy considerations may only be of secondary importance. For
these applications, the current approach of placing the sensing
origin on the blade could be directly used in-service. Other-
wise, if knowledge of the blade shape changes are required, it
would be preferable to place the sensing origin on the blade
root or even the rotor hub itself.

The current DFOSS implementation can provide only
shape measurements relative to the shape at instrument start-
up. As a result, there is no information on the initial shape of
the blade. Also, in extreme circumstances, a temporary loss
of tracking of the interferometric phase signal could occur
that would lead to a persistent shape tracking error. Again,
for certain applications that require only dynamic data, such
as the analysis of spectral data and the proposed rotation dis-
placement surfaces, solely using relative data, even with the
possibility of tracking errors, this is of little concern. How-
ever, for some applications absolute shape measurements,
which would provide the initial shape data and avoid the pos-
sibility of tracking errors, may be required. Such absolute
measurements could be provided, for example, by a future
advanced DFOSS implementation using a two-wavelength
interferometric approach [39]. It is also important to note that
the present DFOSS approach does not suffer from integration
and drift errors that commonly affect inertial sensors, as
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only phase tracking is performed- there is no integration of
temporal derivative data. Furthermore, unlike measurement
approaches using accelerometers, the DFOSS approach is
completely immune to the overall helicopter motion and does
not require post-processing to estimate and remove the sig-
nals corresponding to the helicopter rotational and transla-
tional motion.

A further possible future improvement would involve the
use of multi-core fibres (MCF), where in an MCF several fibre
cores are integrated within a single optical fibre. For example,
four-core MCF with a lateral core spacing of 50 µm is now
commercially available. The primary advantages of using
MCF are their low weight and their small cross section (down
to 0.13 mm), potentially allowing direct embedding within the
blade composite structure. Disadvantages are the reduced dis-
placement sensitivity, which in DFOSS scales inversely with
the lateral core displacement [23], leading to a reduction in
displacement sensitivity compared to the present implementa-
tion by a factor of ≈30 to 50. However, based on the meas-
urement resolutions achieved here, sub-millimetre blade tip
displacement resolutions at kHz data rates still seem feasible
using MCF with the current DFOSS approach. A further chal-
lenge with the use of MCF is maintaining a consistent fibre
orientation, which must remain identical with reference to the
blade surface along the whole sensing length. However, recent
developments, such as the use D-shapedMCF [24] or flatMCF
[40], could be a feasible way to solve the MCF orientation
challenge.

During the measurement campaign two fibre strings
developed faults, where in one instance the fault could be
observed in the measurements and occurred during a period
at full helicopter speed where a strong blade load was applied
through a pilot input. After the tests, the fibres were assessed
using a Luna optical backscatter reflectometer and, in both
fibre strings, a region of high loss was found to be localised at
the location of a particular grating where the polyacrylate coat-
ing of the fibre had been stripped during grating production.
Through movement of the blade droop to the original state
during sensor adhesion, fibre transmission could be reinstated,
leading to the conclusion that micro-cracks have developed at
the grating reflector locations, which open and close depend-
ing on the blade load. Optical fibres, in their as-manufactured
state with their polymer protective buffer jacket intact, have a
high intrinsic tensile strength, with a breaking strain of approx-
imately 6%, but removal of the coating from the fibre bymech-
anical means can induce surface flaws and cracks that reduce
the strength of the fibre. It is thought that the application of
the grating reflectors without coating in this study weakened
the fibre, causing the observed failures. These effects can be
readily mitigated though improved reflector production meth-
ods. It is possible to use FBGs that are written on the draw
tower, immediately after the fibre has been manufactured and
before a protective coating is applied, retaining the full tensile
strength of the fibre [41]. It is also possible, using femtosecond
lasers, to fabricate FBGs through the coating of the fibre [42].
Finally, UV-written FBGs can be re-coated with a polymer
buffer jacket to increase the localised strength of the fibre. It
is also stressed here that throughout the entire measurement

campaign, the interferometric interrogation unit of figure 1(d)
remained fully functioning over a combined helicopter oper-
ating time of more than one hour and continues to operate.

5. Conclusions

A novel interferometric direct DFOSS technique for measur-
ing blade deformations has been tested in the rotating frame
on a helicopter operating at full rotation speed of 6.6 Hz. The
rotor-mounted interrogation system can measure independ-
ently blade displacements in the two Cartesian directions per-
pendicular to the DFOSS sensing rod, which has a protrusion
diameter of≈2.5mm andwas surface mounted onto the blade.
Over the sensing region of ≈1.2 m, measurements with a dis-
placement noise standard deviation of≈10 µm at a data rate of
3.2 kHz in both Cartesian directions could be acquired. This
data could be analysed in a number of ways. For example, it
was shown that it could be used for blade tip motions and for
the direct visualisation of lateral blade motions perpendicu-
lar to the sensing rod, which may give insight into the health
of the blade. The proposed ‘rotation displacement surfaces’
concept also shows promise for instantaneous visualisation of
dynamic blade shape deformations occurring over one blade
revolution. Furthermore, the spectral analysis of the data, par-
ticularly when information from the simultaneous and spa-
tially co-located acquisition of two Cartesian dimensions is
employed, was shown to resolve many of the natural modes
present.

The high sensitivity of the interferometric approach, which
far exceeds comparable techniques based on electrical or fibre-
optic strain gauges, and the immunity to helicopter rotational
motion effects and instrument drift, which distinguishes the
concept from accelerometer measurements, have been demon-
strated. Future investigations could improve on this exper-
iment, for example taking it to full flight operation, or by
providing absolute shape information that can recover the
blade shape at any instant, without the commonly adopted
blade tip tracking techniques. Furthermore, the use of MCF
that could be directly embedded into the blade is very attractive
and it is thought that currently only interferometric DFOSS is
sensitive enough to provide sub-millimetre displacement res-
olution when used within a MCF instrumented blade.
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